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I. INTRODUCTION

After more than seven years of negotiations and two major postponements, the representatives of 108 countries and the European Commission signed the Final Act of the Uruguay Round on April 15, 1994. This latest round of trade negotiations under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade ("GATT") boasts a number of measures that should help liberalize world trade significantly. Because of these measures, the Uruguay Round has rightly been called a boon to freer trade.

The failure of GATT negotiators to agree on the issue of trade in audiovisual goods and services ("A/Vs"), however, represents a stark omission from the list of the Uruguay Round’s accomplishments. Despite protracted deliberations, the United States and the European Union were unable to agree on the rules that should govern A/V trade, which is now worth four billion dollars annually between those two trading partners alone. The European Union argued that A/Vs are not like conventional goods and thus pressed for the permissibility of A/V import quotas under the GATT. This claim was in effect a demand for a GATT exception for cultural industries. The United States, on the other hand, appealed to GATT principles and demanded either that there be free trade in A/Vs, or alternatively, if quotas were to be permitted, that American A/V producers be included as beneficiaries of national subsidy pools generated through levies on...
film admissions and blank videotapes. With battle cries for cultural integrity pitted against those for GATT integrity, the dispute over A/Vs evoked impassioned responses and even threatened to derail the achievements of the entire round of negotiations. The heart of the dispute appeared, on one level, to involve different answers to three questions seemingly unique to A/Vs: First, what are A/Vs, and how are they different from other goods and services? Second, do these differences merit the exclusion of A/Vs from customary free trade rules? Finally, should trade in cultural goods and services be included in the GATT regime or any other multilateral trade agreement?

On another level, however, these questions can be seen as part of a set of basic policy issues that strike at the core of the GATT and its successor, the World Trade Organization. This set of questions asks whether free trade principles have any desirable limit. Although economic efficiency is important enough to serve as a standard against which many trade policies should be measured, other values, such as distributive and social justice, also rightly compete for our attention. Cultural integrity could be one such value. Thus,

7. See, e.g., Aircraft Subsidies, Audiovisuals Remain Barriers to U.S.-E.C. Accord, 10 Int'l Trade Rep. (BNA) No. 48, at 2038 (Dec. 8, 1993) [hereinafter Aircraft Subsidies].

8. For example, in defending the right of nations to protect their cultural integrity against American A/V imports, former French Culture Minister Jack Lang declared that "[t]he soul of France cannot be sold for a few pieces of silver." Sands, supra note 4, at B7. Similarly, French film director Claude Berri told the European Parliament in Strasbourg that "European culture is finished if the American [A/V] invasion is not turned back." Id. In contrast, Jack Valenti, the president of the Motion Picture Association of America, characterized the A/V negotiations as having "nothing to do with culture, unless French European soap operas and game shows are the equivalent of Molière." U.S. Industry, Members of Congress Oppose Mixed Reaction, But Most Back Accord, 10 Int'l Trade Rep. (BNA) No. 49, at 2110 (Dec. 15, 1993). To Valenti and many others, the call for cultural protection in trade was "blatant protectionism unmasked." Id. Even U.S. Trade Representative Mickey Kantor seemed to jump into the rhetorical fray by publicly dismissing the European Union's last-minute compromise proposal as "a meaningless figleaf." Negotiators Clear Path to GATT Pact by Sweeping Away Remaining Differences, 10 Int'l Trade Rep. (BNA) No. 49, at 2107 (Dec. 15, 1993). Furthermore, nationality did not always determine viewpoint. Most notably, American film producer Steven Spielberg openly sided with the European Union's proposed cultural exemption in the GATT. See Matthew Fraser, High Noon: U.S., Europe Arm Themselves for Movie, T.V. Showdown Before GATT Deadline, THE GAZETTE (Montreal), Sept. 12, 1993, at B1.

9. See, e.g., Aircraft Subsidies, supra note 7, at 2038; Differences Remain on Audiovisuals, supra note 5, at 1777; Foreign Ministers Fail to Agree on Position on Audiovisual Sector, 10 Int'l Trade Rep. (BNA) No. 42, at 1811 (Oct. 27, 1993); Fraser, supra note 8, at B1; Uruguay Round Agreement is Reached, supra note 3, at 2103.

10. If ratified by the governments of the GATT Contracting Parties ("CPs"), the WTO will officially come into being in 1995. Unlike the provisional GATT regime, the WTO will not only sponsor all future rounds of negotiations under the General Agreement, but will also be responsible for administering all agreements made under the provisional GATT regime. See New World Order Trade Regime is Born, supra note 2; Uruguay Round Agreement is Reached, supra note 3.


framed in the context of the A/V dispute, these more fundamental policy questions ask whether free trade in A/Vs might lead to excessive social and political uniformity or somehow unduly restrict the creative freedom of societies to pursue their own goals.\textsuperscript{12}

The above questions are difficult and thus make the A/V dispute interesting and significant. In short, these questions strike at our collective understanding of the broad objectives — the vision — of the GATT. Accordingly, this Article isolates the basic areas of contention and proposes a conceptual framework for resolving the A/V trade dispute.

Part II discusses the development of the GATT and the historic tension between its premises and A/V trade. The next three parts look at particular dimensions of A/V trade that are commonly invoked as reasons for treating A/Vs differently than other traded goods. Part III reflects upon special economic qualities of A/Vs that have given rise to charges of dumping and to a debate over whether A/Vs should be classified as goods or services for trade policy purposes. Part IV looks at A/V trade practices and patterns, particularly arguments about hegemony, unfair trade practices, and the operation of comparative advantage in the A/V sector. Part V then speaks directly to cultural and other non-economic concerns and their place in the A/V dispute. Finally, Part VI suggests directions for international A/V trade policy.

\section*{II. RISE OF THE A/V TRADE ISSUE}

GATT Contracting Parties ("CPs") are not unfamiliar with the issue of A/V trade. The original treaty, ratified in 1947, contains an article that singles out motion pictures for special treatment. The first Section of this Part discusses both the context in which the GATT and its Cinema Article were adopted and the subsequent unsuccessful attempts by the United States to bring

\begin{flushleft}
several articles have discussed the applicability of the GATT to the Directive. See, e.g., Jon Filipek, "Culture Quotas": The Trade Controversy over the European Community's Broadcast Directive, 28 STAN.

\textsuperscript{12.} See \textit{JOHN H. JACKSON, WORLD TRADE AND THE LAW OF GATT} 28-29 (1969) [hereinafter \textit{JACKSON, WORLD TRADE AND THE LAW OF GATT}]. Comments to this effect appear throughout the popular literature. French President Francois Mitterand, for example, has asked, "[w]ho can be blind today to the threat of a world gradually invaded by an identical culture, Anglo-Saxon culture, under the cover of economic liberalism? . . . Are the laws of money and technology about to achieve what the totalitarian regimes failed to do?" Charles Bremner, \textit{Mitterand Enlists Old Empire in Linguistic Defence of Gaul}, THE TIMES (London), Oct. 19, 1993, at 11. \end{flushleft}
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Television programming under the GATT. The latter two Sections document A/V trade flows and describe current trade barriers, thereby setting the stage for a discussion of A/V trade practices and advantages.

A. The GATT

1. The Foundations of the GATT

Originally conceived as a temporary trade agreement to aid in the establishment of the International Trade Organization, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade has become the most important international trade agreement and institution in the postwar period. The GATT's general objective is to ensure that its CPs conduct economic relations "with a view to raising standards of living, ensuring full employment and a large and steady growing volume of real income and effective demand, developing the full use of the resources of the world and expanding the production and exchange of goods . . ." To achieve this objective, CPs have committed themselves to the liberalization of international trade through "substantial reduction of tariffs and other barriers to trade and . . . the elimination of discriminatory treatment in international commerce."

The perceived need for an institution like the GATT grew out of lessons from painful international experiences. The first experience occurred in the 1920s and 1930s, when a number of countries pursued "beggar-thy-neighbor" commercial policies that had devastating economic consequences. These policies included quantitative trade restrictions, high tariff walls, exchange rate manipulation, and other nationally self-interested trade restrictions that caused chaos in international markets. No less important were the experiences during the two World Wars. By the post-World War II period, domestic leaders in the United States and elsewhere began to see that purely self-interested trade policies contributed to instability in international relations.

Two powerful strands of thought emerged from this realization and motivated initiatives that eventually led to the GATT. One was the desire to harmonize and universalize the program of trade arrangements that the

14. Id. at A11.
15. Id.
17. The philosophy of former U.S. Secretary of State Cordell Hull, for example, echoed the realization of many Americans that free trade not only encouraged, but was necessary for, peaceful international development: "I have never faltered, and I never will falter, in my belief that enduring peace and the welfare of the nations are indissolubly connected with friendliness, fairness, equality, and the maximum practicable degree of freedom in international economic relations." Cordell Hull, Economic Barriers to Peace, Address on the Occasion of the Presentation of the Woodrow Wilson Medal to the Honorable Cordell Hull (April 5, 1937), in ECONOMIC BARRIERS TO PEACE 1, 14 (1937).
18. JOHN H. JACKSON, THE WORLD TRADING SYSTEM 31 (1989) [hereinafter JACKSON, WORLD TRADING SYSTEM].
United States had begun after enacting the 1934 Reciprocal Trade Agreement. In fact, many of these trade arrangements "had clauses which foreshadowed those currently in [the] GATT." The other strand of thought was that because mistakes in economic policy could again lead to war, countries should create international economic institutions that would prevent such mistakes from happening again.

These two strands of thought mutually reinforced each other and produced a set of basic premises shared by proponents of the GATT: (1) international trade is beneficial (based on economic principles such as the theory of comparative advantage); (2) self-interested national economic policies often result in instability, rifts, and conflict in international relations; and (3) multilateral consensus on policy is beneficial, and perhaps necessary, because actions taken by individual states to advance stability through free trade are often thwarted by the actions of other states. While some may question these propositions, each is widely held today.

The GATT furthers its goal of freer international trade with two nondiscrimination principles that facilitate the exploitation of comparative advantages. The most favored nation ("MFN") principle, codified in Article I, requires that any GATT CP granting an advantage to any other country must grant it to all CPs. As a result, although reductions in tariff rates, for example, are typically negotiated bilaterally, any agreed-upon reductions benefit all CPs. The GATT in effect utilizes a multilateral approach to reduce trade barriers. The second principle, national treatment, is codified in Article III and requires that imported goods, once past customs and border procedures, be accorded the same treatment as goods of local origin with respect to taxation and regulation.

2. Cinema Films

Though drafted to liberalize world trade through generally applicable rules, the GATT included among its original articles a set of provisions

19. Id. The U.S. Reciprocal Trade Agreements Program sought to liberalize the U.S. tariff structure in order to facilitate the expansion of foreign trade and help free the United States from economic depression. MONROE, supra note 16, at 10. It began with the 1934 Trade Agreements Act, which contained two principles (among others) that were ultimately incorporated into the GATT. First, tariff reductions conceded by the United States were to be given effect simultaneously with equivalent concessions by other nations—that is, the concessions were to be reciprocal. Id. Second, any concession granted by the United States to another country was to extend automatically to third countries, regardless of whether those other countries were willing to offer the United States an equivalent concession in return. Id. at 10-11. This principle was, and is still, known as "unconditional most favored nation." Id.

20. JACKSON, WORLD TRADING SYSTEM, supra note 18, at 31.
21. See id. at 20.
23. Id. at 10.
24. The GATT assumes that business entities conduct trade based on commercial considerations and that comparative advantages encourage them to expand their international trade in order to gain the same economic benefits that expanded domestic trade affords. Id. at 330.
25. GATT, supra note 13, art. 1.
subjecting trade in motion pictures to special treatment. These provisions, set out in Article IV, permit CPs to establish “screen quotas” to assure that a guaranteed proportion of total motion picture screen time is dedicated to exhibiting films of national origin.28 The GATT thus exempts motion pictures from the general principle of nondiscrimination.29 Article IV(d) does state, however, that screen quotas are “subject to negotiation for their limitation, liberalization or elimination.”30 Article IV does not mention television programs because trade in these was not significant at that time.31 In any event, Article IV does not establish any upper limit on screen quotas; theoretically, a CP may maintain a screen quota of one hundred percent for films considered to be of national origin.32

Most commentators attribute the origins of the cinema exception more to domestic cultural policies than to economics and trade.33 In the original GATT negotiations, the United States pushed for the removal of all restrictions on film trade.34 A number of other prospective CPs, however, believed that tariffs would not be an effective means of protecting their domestic film industries from foreign competition, and that quotas were therefore necessary.35 As discussed in greater detail in the next Section, the United States ultimately conceded a cinema exception to the GATT based on the belief that the financial incentives of cinema exhibitors would naturally prevent significant screen quotas.36

3. Television Programming

In 1961, citing the introduction into international trade of a new “commodity-television programme, either recorded on video tape or photographed on film,”37 the United States sought assurance from GATT CPs that exporters of television programs would receive fair access to the

28. Such quotas usually entail either a number of days reserved each year for nationally produced films or a restriction on the number of foreign films screened. STEVEN S. WILDMAN & STEPHEN E. SIWEK, INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN FILMS AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS 105 (1988). Article IV of the GATT does not provide standards for determining the national origin of films. GATT, supra note 13, art. IV.

29. GATT, supra note 13, art. III(10), explicitly exempts trade in motion pictures from the principle of national treatment.

30. GATT, supra note 13, art. IV(d).


32. See GATT, supra note 13, art. IV; see also Application of GATT to International Television Programmes, GATT Doc. L/1615 (Nov. 16, 1961) (communication from U.S. government).

33. See, e.g., JACKSON, WORLD TRADE AND THE LAW OF GATT, supra note 12, at 293. The ability of governments to supplement their incomes with film revenues may have been an additional factor behind the cinema exception. WILDMAN & SIWEK, supra note 19, at 136.

34. See IAN JARVIE, HOLLYWOOD’S OVERSEAS CAMPAIGN 251 (1992).

35. See Application of GATT to International Trade in Television Programmes, supra note 31, ¶ 8; Filipek, supra note 11, at 339 (citing Matters Relating to Trade in Audiovisual Services: Note by the Secretariat, GATT Doc. MTN.GNS/AUD/W/1 (Oct. 4, 1990) (unpublished document on file at GATT Information and Media Relations Division in Geneva)).


37. Id.
television program markets of foreign countries. The United States noted that the exhibition of television programs differed from that of films in an important way. Governments, according to the U.S. argument, were naturally constrained from imposing significant motion picture screen quotas because commercial film exhibitors would want to show films — many of which would be foreign films — that attracted large audiences and, hence, large revenues. Most governments themselves, however, owned or controlled television broadcasting facilities. As a result, many domestic markets for television programs enjoyed only limited competitive bidding. In fact, television programs were usually licensed in exchange for lump-sum payments determined independently of the popularity of individual programs. The United States contended that, under this system, the use of foreign programs mattered less.

The United States later argued that regulations limiting the ability to show foreign television programs technically violated Article III's national treatment principle. The cinema exception in Article IV and the corresponding exemption of cinema films from national treatment in Article III, the United States maintained, did not apply to television programs. The argument was that television programs are goods because the CPs found it necessary to write a separate article relating to restrictions on showing films. Television programs should not be treated like films, however, because many are recorded on videotape, and Article IV's use of screen quotas clearly did not apply to television programs. The United States did concede nonetheless that while Article IV's cinema exception did not encompass television programs, governments had understandably taken a special interest in television because of its important role as a cultural and informational medium.

A GATT Working Party was established in December 1961 in response to the U.S. request for assurances of fair market access. The Working Party was to examine the relationship between existing provisions of the GATT and measures affecting international trade in television programs and decide whether those existing provisions adequately dealt with the problem of market access. The Working Party, however, failed to reach agreement on the matter. Although several draft recommendations followed, the Working

---

38. Id.
39. Id. Some scholars argue forcefully that the continued lack of competitive demand structures in many countries for A/Vs, especially television programs, negatively affects the competitiveness of those countries' A/V industries. See infra notes 114 and 115 and accompanying text.
41. Id.
43. In the proceedings of the Working Party, the United States proposed that regulation of trade in television programs be explicit, and that foreign programs be accorded reasonable access to domestic markets. The Working Party, however, could not reach a consensus on the meaning of "reasonable." Regardless, most CPs felt that any GATT decision concerning trade in television programs should await further developments in the then rapidly changing technology. Application of GATT to International Trade in Television Programmes, supra note 31, ¶ 15.
Party and the CPs as a whole took no final action.\textsuperscript{44}

4. The GATT Uruguay Round Negotiations and A/Vs

For reasons unclear in the literature, GATT CPs apparently did not formally address the issue of trade in television programming again until the Uruguay Round talks began in 1986. To facilitate negotiations on the establishment of a General Agreement on Trade in Services ("GATS"), a Group of Negotiations on Services ("GNS") began work independently of the Group of Negotiations on Goods ("GNG").\textsuperscript{45} The GNS later created an Audio-Visual Sector Working Group ("A/V Working Group") to focus on trade issues in that particular sector, especially issues pertaining to broadcasting and films.\textsuperscript{46}

Although the Uruguay Round ultimately failed to produce an agreement on trade in A/Vs, a brief look at the negotiations provides a convenient summary of the issues in dispute. In short, several CPs, led by the European Union, sought to include in the GATS a "cultural exception."\textsuperscript{47} These CPs contended that the GATT regime should exempt trade in A/Vs, and possibly other cultural items, from the GATT’s core principles to permit countries to protect and promote their cultural identities.\textsuperscript{48} The United States opposed the exemption, noting that the cultural identity of A/Vs was increasingly difficult to ascertain given the trend toward multinational productions.\textsuperscript{49}

The draft agreement on trade in services produced by the GNS manifested this lack of consensus. It included an exception for "cultural values," but the words were bracketed to indicate the discord among the negotiators as to the meaning of the exception.\textsuperscript{50}

Despite this obvious disagreement, the United States, the European Union, and other CPs continued to press for a services agreement incorporating A/Vs until just days before the talks concluded. In the flurry of negotiations immediately preceding the end of the Uruguay Round talks, the scope of the disagreement appeared to narrow considerably to only a handful of specific issues. A close examination of these issues shows, however, that the strength of the underlying disagreement on the application of MFN and national treatment to A/V trade prevented the brokering of a final accord.


\textsuperscript{45} Filipek, supra note 11, at 343.

\textsuperscript{46} Id.

\textsuperscript{47} The European Union’s draft proposal for a services agreement explicitly exempted A/Vs from both the MFN and national treatment principles. See Filipek, supra note 11, at 344.

\textsuperscript{48} See id.; U.S., Japan Block Uruguay Round Effort to Restrict Content of Audiovisual Services, 7 Int'l Trade Rep. (BNA) No. 40, at 1548 (Oct. 10, 1990).

\textsuperscript{49} See U.S. Urges Free Worldwide Trade, supra note 6, at 1369. The U.S. draft services proposal apparently did not include a cultural exception or permit culture-based exceptions to the MFN or national treatment principles. See Filipek, supra note 11, at 345.

\textsuperscript{50} Id. (citing Draft: Multilateral Framework For Trade in Services, GATT Doc. MTN.GNS/35, art. XIV (July 23, 1990) (unpublished document on file at GATT Information and Media Relations Division in Geneva)).
First, the United States was willing to allow the European Union to maintain its discriminating "Television Without Frontiers Directive," but only if the European Union made concessions on the subsidies issue. The Directive requires that the majority of television broadcasts in the European Union be of European origin as defined by the Directive. By consenting to its use, the United States was clearly willing to exempt the Directive from the general principle of MFN. In exchange for this concession on the issue of quotas, the United States demanded that its producers benefit from European A/V subsidies. The U.S. position stemmed from the insistence of many governments on taxing videotape purchases and box-office revenues as a means of subsidizing domestic film production. France, for example, places levies on blank videotapes and imposes a twelve percent tax on all cinema ticket purchases. The European Union, led by France, rejected the U.S.-proposed compromise on subsidies, arguing that sharing the subsidies with American A/V producers would defeat their purpose.

Second, supporters of "cultural specificity" in an A/V agreement proposed a compromise in which reasonable market access could be written into the agreement. The United States apparently entertained the idea of including assurances of reasonable access but ultimately deemed the proposition to be insufficient, especially in light of the European Union's unwillingness to make concessions on the subsidies issue.

Although last-minute negotiations — mainly between the United States and the European Union — appeared to show some promise, the two sides simply disagreed over the fundamental conception of rules governing trade in A/Vs. The United States wanted the sector to be fully covered by the GATT and subject to the same free trade principles that would regulate services under the GATS. The European Union for its part insisted on an A/V exemption or, at least, special treatment or "specificity" for the A/V sector to enable countries to regulate A/V imports in the name of preserving cultural identity. According to the European Union, because of the cultural content of AVs, trade in A/Vs should not receive the same treatment as trade in other goods or services.

B. International A/V Trade Flows

Even proponents of greater national control over cultural development do not agree upon the scope of "cultural goods and services" or the "cultural

51. Directive, supra note 11, art. 4(1).
52. See Aircraft Subsidies, supra note 5, at 2038.
53. Directive, supra note 11, art. 4(1).
54. Aircraft Subsidies, supra note 7, at 2038.
55. Id.
57. See Uruguay Round Agreement Is Reached, supra note 3, at 2103.
industry. Most nonetheless share the belief that culture possesses certain values that are inherently opposed to, and threatened by, commercial forces; that the need for these values is universal; and that the market cannot satisfy this need. Interpreted broadly, then, cultural industries could conceivably include the commercial production of anything that affects values. GATT negotiators favoring a cultural exemption or specificity allowance, however, restricted their trade-related cultural concerns largely to films, television programs, and videotape programs. Although the restriction is troublesome in principle, massive trade imbalances that favor the United States in these three sectors allegedly justify it.

Because trade imbalances in A/Vs appear to significantly motivate cultural concerns, this Section documents specific A/V trade flows. Three aspects concerning data on A/V trade merit special attention. First, different measures are necessary to evaluate A/V trade flows because of their public good characteristics. If films and television programs were like standard commodities such as steel or oil, economic theory would predict a correlation among the quality of films imported, the size of domestic audiences, and payments for these films. Public good characteristics weaken the associations between these aspects of trade in A/Vs. Second, measuring A/V trade flows can be an unusually inaccurate process, again due to public good characteristics. Broadcast overspill and widespread A/V piracy, for example, significantly affect measurement accuracy. Third, the data below assume without critical analysis the “national origins” of A/Vs. Increasingly, multinational business entities and individuals of different nationalities produce films with international markets in mind. This fact makes determining the “national origins” of many films somewhat capricious. More importantly, it brings into question the reasonableness of using national origin as a proxy for culture, as Part V demonstrates.

1. Trade Flows in Film

A study conducted by economists Wildman and Siwek and data from UNESCO show that most countries produce relatively few films and import most of the films viewed by their citizens. However, a few countries produce

60. NICHOLAS GARNHAM, CAPITALISM AND COMMUNICATION 154 (1990).
61. Several delegations of the A/V Working Group, for example, regarded the A/V sector as comprising the film, video, and television industries, including production, distribution, and diffusion. Services -- Audio-visual sector working group, NEWS OF THE URUGUAY ROUND OF MULTILATERAL TRADE NEGOTIATIONS (Information and Media Relations Div. of the GATT, Geneva, Switz.), Oct. 9, 1990, at 11.
62. Available data show that lucrative trade flows in such items as books and pamphlets also favor U.S. producers heavily. See UNESCO, 1993 STATISTICAL YEARBOOK, 10-3 to 10-6 (1993) [hereinafter 1993 STATISTICAL YEARBOOK]. Because books, music tapes, and the like are presumably also “cultural goods,” their exclusion from any special treatment accorded A/Vs would be arbitrary.
63. These characteristics differentiate A/Vs from conventional goods and services in other important ways, as Part III discusses.
64. WILDMAN & SIWEK, supra note 28, at 13.
65. This Article relies heavily on WILDMAN & SIWEK, supra note 28, because it is one of the few, if not only, recent and comprehensive studies of trade flows in film and television programs.
many films. The United States is a prominent but by no means the leading film producer. Countries producing more than 150 films in 1991 included India (910), the United States (345), Hong Kong (239), Japan (239), Thailand (194), and France (156).66

The nine major film-exporting nations are the United States, France, Italy, India, the former Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, West Germany, Japan, and Hong Kong.67 To give a more meaningful measure of the relative importance of the United States among major film-exporting nations, the Wildman-Siwek study used four indices.68 The first compared the number of countries in which films from the primary exporting nations were distributed. The United States (79) was first by a slim margin over Italy (71), the United Kingdom (69), and France (68).69

The second index compared the number of countries in which the sales of films from each of the primary exporting countries were number one. The United States (56) outperformed all other countries in this category except the USSR (10) and India (6) by a margin of at least ten to one. France, for example, was a distant fourth, selling the most films in only five countries.70

The third index analyzed the number of countries in which a primary exporting country’s films were among the top three sources of films. Once again, the United States led (77), followed by Italy (39), France (36), and India (23).71 As the authors of the study point out, the second and third indices may be the best indicators of the international importance of U.S. film suppliers as compared with those of the other major film-exporting states.72

Worldwide revenue shares also reflect the success of U.S. films in individual foreign markets. In 1993, for example, the top one hundred grossing films worldwide earned over eight billion dollars. Eighty-eight of these films were considered American productions.73

Furthermore, the dominance of U.S. films in foreign markets is complemented by a blatant lack of penetration by foreign films in the U.S. cinema market. Although large numbers of foreign films are released in the United States each year,74 few attain prominent status at the box office. For example, independent distributors in the United States released forty-four foreign films in a twelve-month period between 1983 and 1984.75 Of these, only two earned more than one million dollars in the United States in 1984: Les Compères, a French film, and El Norte, a Spanish-language film. Both

66. 1993 STATISTICAL YEARBOOK, supra note 62, at 8-3 to 8-5. The UNESCO statistical tables do not explain how the national origins of films were determined.
67. WILDMAN & SIWEK, supra note 28, at 16 (Table 22-2) (based on data compiled in late 1970s and early 1980s).
68. Id. This Section discusses only three of the four indices.
69. Id.
70. Id.
71. Id.
72. Id. at 17.
73. Leonard Klady, Int'l Top 100 Earn $8 Bil, DAILY VARIETY, Jan. 4, 1994, at 1.
75. WILDMAN & SIWEK, supra note 28, at 23 (citing 1985 INTERNATIONAL TELEVISION ALMANAC 313 (Richard Gertner ed., 1985)).
2. **Trade Flows in Television Programs**

Measuring trade flows in television programs represents an even greater challenge than in films. As with films, the public good characteristics of television programs necessitate looking at different measurements to describe trade flows meaningfully. In the case of television programs, however, transnational broadcasting and signal overspill present the additional difficulty of properly identifying importing and exporting countries. Consider the scenario in which French and Belgian audiences view the American television series *Dallas* on a Luxembourg television station.\(^7\) Has the series been imported only by Luxembourg or by France and Belgium as well, and if the latter, have France and Belgium imported the series from Luxembourg or from the United States?\(^8\) Furthermore, how would the determination of importing and exporting countries be affected by the fact that the Luxembourg television station sold commercial segments during the broadcast of *Dallas* based on total viewership?\(^9\)

In spite of such measurement difficulties, U.S. television program producers are clearly the largest supplier of imported television programming. A study conducted in the 1970s, for example, revealed that the United States exported approximately three times the number of television programming hours each year as that of the next three leading export countries combined (the United Kingdom, France, and West Germany).\(^10\) In marked contrast, according to surveys conducted in 1973 and 1983, imports constituted only one to two percent of the programs shown in the United States.\(^11\) As in film trade, U.S. producers dominate trade in television programs.

3. **Trade Flows in Videotape Programs**

Although trade in videotape programs is not as well documented as trade in films and television programs, available statistics and existing studies tell a similar story about the role of American producers. The U.S. producers that dominate trade in motion pictures dominate trade in videotapes as well because motion pictures comprise a large portion of videotape rentals and purchases. One study compared shares of U.S. cassette distributors with other distributors in five European countries. The combined shares of U.S. cassette distributors accounted for between forty and sixty percent of videocassette rentals and sales in each of these five countries.\(^12\)

In short, assertions that U.S. suppliers dominate A/V trade appear to be

---
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true. The relative magnitudes of trade flows between countries have heavily favored U.S. producers. Although systematic studies of trade flows in the last five years are not yet available, recently reported statistics do not indicate any significant break from past trade patterns.83

C. A/V Trade Barriers

U.S. producers in the international A/V market have succeeded in spite of a plethora of trade barriers. Indeed, the GATT explicitly sanctions one trade barrier, screen quotas, as discussed earlier. This Section briefly explores indirect trade barriers and some of the more common ways in which countries have directly regulated A/V trade.

One of the most costly barriers to A/V trade is piracy.84 Recent estimates place the annual loss to U.S. film producers from foreign piracy between one and two billion dollars.85 Copyright enforcement problems appear, of course, in all countries and markets. However, the lack of copyright enforcement in some countries, such as Italy, Taiwan, and those in Latin America, is particularly egregious.86

Many countries impose quantitative restrictions. For example, the European Union has recently passed and begun to implement a television broadcast directive requiring each broadcaster to reserve more than half of all air time for works of European origin.87 Private stations in Canada must offer Canadian programming for a minimum of fifty percent of their broadcast time.88 Spain recently passed a new bill requiring major U.S. studios to distribute one Spanish film or EU film in its original undubbed version for

83. For example, in 1992 U.S. producers exported $3.7 billion of films, television programs, and video programs to the European Union, an increase of $2.3 billion from 1987, whereas the European Union's A/V exports to the United States amounted to only $300 million. Taking Cultural Exception, THE ECONOMIST, Sept. 25, 1993, at 61. U.S. cinema films appear to be particularly successful in international markets. According to one European document, U.S. films increased their market share in the European Union from 60.2% to 71.75% and their market share in France from 36.8% to 58.7% between 1984 and 1991. Differences Remain on Audiovisuals, supra note 5, at 1777. American film, television, and video industries earn approximately $18 billion annually — $8 billion of which comes from foreign markets. See Company Town: U.S., France Agree to Seek Resolution of Film Dispute, L.A. TIMES, June 14, 1994, at D4.

84. Intellectual property rights issues are significantly intertwined with the controversy regarding free trade and cultural integrity, and a full treatment of the triad is beyond the scope of this paper. For an informative discussion on the relationship between copyright, free trade, and culture, see Strong, supra note 11, at 106-11. For an illustration of piracy's magnitude, see Giovanna Grassi, Valenti Makes Case Against Italian Pirates, HOLLYWOOD REP., Dec. 3, 1992, at 4; Robert Marich, Latin Pirates Under Attack, HOLLYWOOD REP., Sept. 29, 1992, at 3.

85. The International Intellectual Property Alliance estimates that U.S. motion pictures accounted for $1.02 billion of the estimated $4 billion in global intellectual copyright violations in 1991. Piracy Wars: Skirmishes, Setbacks and Some Progress; Intellectual Copyright Violations, VIDEO MARKETING NEWS, May 4, 1992, at 1, available in LEXIS, News Library. Other sources estimate annual film piracy to be as high as $2 billion. See, e.g., James Cox, Bootlegging Billions: U.S. Loses Ground in Crackdown, USA TODAY, Mar. 9, 1993, at IB.

86. In Italy, for instance, videotape sales and rentals generate some $300 million in revenues annually although over $180 million is lost through piracy. 1994 INTERNATIONAL TELEVISION & VIDEO ALMANAC 767 (Barry Monush ed., 39th ed. 1994) [hereinafter 1994 INT'L TVA].

87. Directive, supra note 11, art. 4(1).

88. WILDMAN & SINWEK, supra note 28, at 106.
every two U.S. films released. 99

Import restrictions go even further to prevent the free flow of A/V trade. Reports from Sri Lanka periodically note burdensome licensing arrangements for English-language films, including outright prohibitions on imports. 90 Indonesia completely bans the import and distribution of films by foreign companies, while Pakistan, until recently, permitted importation of foreign movies only through a national monopoly organization. 91

Many countries also subsidize domestic film industries, often through box-office taxes. As mentioned earlier, the French government imposes a twelve percent tax on cinema admissions as one way of funding its annual subsidies to French movie producers. Such subsidies amounted to $245 million in 1992. 92 Norway's 1993 state film subsidies were more than $9 million. 93 While admission taxes are a common means of subsidizing domestic film production, licensing fees, tax rebates, loans, and grants represent other common methods of subsidization.

III. DISTINCTIVE ECONOMIC QUALITIES OF A/Vs

Before examining the different explanations and policy arguments that have naturally arisen from the domination of A/V trade by U.S. producers, one should consider at least two distinctive economic qualities of A/Vs. First, as noted earlier, A/Vs have strong public good characteristics. Second, A/Vs possess attributes resembling both conventional goods and services. This Section shows that any set of rational trade rules governing A/Vs will have to account appropriately for these qualities.

A. Public Good Aspects

1. A/Vs as Public Goods

Even if all GATT CPs agreed to include A/Vs in a free trade regime, they would still have to account for what may be the most distinctive aspect of A/Vs: their public good characteristics. Economists divide goods into two types, private and public. 95 A pure private good is a good whose production cost is directly related to the number of people who consume the good. 96 Once consumed by one person, this good is no longer available for anyone...
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else to consume. A hamburger is a classic example of a pure private good.

A pure public good, in contrast, is a good whose consumption by one person "leads to no subtraction from any other individual's consumption of that good." More precisely, to be a pure public good, a good must satisfy two conditions commonly referred to as non-excludability and nonrivalness. Non-excludability means that consumption of a good is impossible to exclude, or if exclusion is technically feasible, that it is too expensive to apply. National defense is a typical example of a good that is non-excludable. A good is nonrival in consumption when the marginal cost of adding another person to consume the good is zero or close to zero. Examples of nonrivalness (at least up to a capacity constraint) include a relatively empty freeway or a park with empty benches. All non-excludable goods are also nonrival, but not all nonrival goods are non-excludable. For instance, in the nonrival empty freeway example above, use of simple and inexpensive exclusion devices like a toll gate could exclude consumers.

As it turns out, "cultural goods" such as films, television programs, music tapes, and books possess elements of both private and public goods. In the language of economists, they tend to be excludable, nonrival goods. They are excludable because they are normally provided in the form of a private good such as a reel or tape. They are nonrival, however, because the marginal cost of adding another viewer is generally very low relative to production costs, and any capacity constraints are usually cheap to overcome.

In essence, "[t]heir content is a public good, but they are [often] delivered to customers in the form of a private good." To see more precisely how their content is a public good, consider the process of production. In the cases of both books and films, the production costs are almost exclusively confined to the process of making the original copy. Once it is made, the replication of the original entails comparatively little additional cost. Thus, the purchase and consumption of a book or film by an individual does not really affect the ability of someone else to consume the good. The story in a book, the special effects in a movie, an author's writing style, and an actor's charisma are public good elements of books and films.

While most goods possess a mix of private and public good characteristics to some degree, the relative importance of the public good characteristics distinguishes cultural commodities such as A/Vs from other goods. For example, television programs are almost pure public goods; after a television program is made, replication adds virtually no cost. Therefore, the cost of production bears little relation to the number of people who could watch the program. Furthermore, if the program is broadcast, the broadcast

98. See id. at 27-34.
99. See id. at 28.
100. OWEN & WILDMAN, supra note 96, at 23.
101. The wearer of a pretty shirt, for instance, "consumes" it like a private good. People other than the wearer, however, also "consume" the shirt to the extent that they too can appreciate its good looks on the wearer.
Is There No Business Like Show Business?

...itself is nonexcludable, at least within the area covered by the signal. Of course, not all A/Vs possess the same degree of public good characteristics. They all, however, possess sufficiently strong public good aspects to warrant distinguishing them from other goods for policy purposes, as the following Sections show.

2. Price Discrimination

Recognizing the strong public good aspects of A/Vs is important for at least two reasons. The first involves the pricing of A/Vs. Because a private good can only be consumed once, its price generally must cover at least the combined cost of production and transportation. As a result, the price for the same private good sold in different countries can vary only slightly. Profit-motivated suppliers will quickly squeeze out any appreciable differences in price by shifting the sale of the product from markets with comparatively low prices to markets with comparatively high prices. With no trade barriers, international trade in a private good will tend to equalize prices across nations after accounting for differences in costs.

The relative importance of the public good characteristics of A/Vs dramatically reduces the tendency for prices of A/Vs to equalize across nations. Because the cost of replicating a film or television program (e.g., copying it onto videotape) is virtually nothing compared to the cost that went into producing the first copy, owners of films and television programs have no financial incentive to restrict sales in one country just because the film or program sells at a higher price in another country. Once the producer covers distribution costs, the sale of the film or program in each additional country represents a net addition to total profits.

In fact, prices for A/Vs do vary dramatically across countries. According to a survey conducted by Variety in the mid-1980s, prices for feature-length U.S. films for television ranged from $90-150 in Bermuda to $30,000-40,000 in France. Cinema admission costs in various countries also differ substantially. In 1993, for instance, the average ticket price in the United States was around $6 to $7, while it was $3 to $3.50 in Mexico.

3. The Dumping Issue

The ability of A/V producers to price discriminate based on demand for A/Vs in particular markets has created a great point of contention. Many supporters of a cultural exemption or specificity allowance in the GATT argue that after recovering costs in the large U.S. market, American film producers...
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can and do "dump" their films in foreign markets. In doing so, the argument continues, American producers undercut foreign competitors in their own markets and thus compete with an unfair advantage.

For nearly a century, international trade policy rules have condemned the practice of dumping and permitted an importing nation to take certain countermeasures, at least when dumped goods cause "material injury" to competing industries in the importing country. The GATT defines dumping as the sale of products for export at a price less than normal value, where normal value means roughly the price for which those same products are sold for consumption in the exporting country. Where the margin of the domestic price over the export sale price is greater than zero, dumping has occurred. Although simply expressed, the formula for calculating dumping margins is not simple to implement. Each variable in the equation involves complex and often inexact calculations.

Calculating dumping margins for A/Vs, such as films and television programs, would face these same difficulties. Moreover, their public good characteristics would further complicate the application of antidumping rules to A/Vs. Recall that because of these characteristics, trade in A/Vs does not lead to price equalization across national markets. Prices in different national markets would be similar only to the unlikely extent that demand elasticities are similar in those different countries. In the case of A/Vs, the "home market sales price" will almost invariably differ from the "export sales price." Determining what constitutes dumping in A/V trade is thus problematic.

A number of other considerations also complicate the application of conventional notions of dumping to A/V trade. For example, a common dumping argument claims that American A/V producers make money first in the large U.S. market and then reap windfall profits from sales at low prices in foreign markets. This view, however, artificially divides producer behavior into two stages. Rational producers consider the entire potential market — domestic and foreign — in making production decisions. This consideration explains why someone would produce watches in Switzerland or grow Kiwi fruits in New Zealand. Similarly, if the size of a domestic market alone determined export success, U.S. producers would presumably control most world markets. They do not, however, because producers account for international markets in their investment and production decisions.

Furthermore, strong arguments can be made to the effect that the "low
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prices" at which U.S. suppliers sell their A/Vs in foreign markets are less indicative of conventional notions of dumping than of uncompetitive demand structures in those foreign markets. Supporters of this view point to the numerous cartel arrangements in Europe that prevent competition in demand for A/V products and hence make rival bidding practically nonexistent.\textsuperscript{114} This lack of bidding in turn supposedly keeps import prices lower than they would be if competitive bidding existed.\textsuperscript{115}

4. Implications for International A/V Trade Policy

The above observations have potentially important implications for both the GATT and international A/V trade policy. For example, the fact that "dumping" of A/Vs occurs does not require their exemption from the GATT. As discussed above, it is unclear how, if at all, conventional notions of dumping apply to goods like films and television programs that possess strong public good characteristics.\textsuperscript{116}

The public good characteristics of A/Vs nevertheless call into question the applicability of free trade principles to A/V trade. Indeed, economic theory demonstrates that the conditions for efficient allocation of a pure public and pure private good differ considerably. Because supplying an existing public good such as a film or a television program to an additional consumer costs virtually nothing, excluding any consumer who values the good would be inefficient.\textsuperscript{117} Any uniform price is hence inefficient to the extent it prevents the consumption of the good by consumers who attach to the good a positive value below the uniform price.

Economic theory of efficient public good allocation demonstrates that producers will not maintain the optimal level of output unless the marginal cost of the public good is set equal to the sum of the prices consumers are willing to pay for it.\textsuperscript{118} This kind of calculation requires that the government or some other entity determine the demand for the public good by each consumer, collect payment from them all, and then distribute the money to the producer of the public good.\textsuperscript{119} Unfortunately, this economic theory does not provide the institutional details of the political decisionmaking processes that would be necessary to carry out this elaborate scheme. As a result, few, if any, economists believe that the benefits of such a scheme would justify the
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cost.\textsuperscript{120}

Economic theory nevertheless suggests two important considerations for A/V trade policy. First, price discrimination and dumping in A/V trade are not entirely inconsistent with efficiency notions. Although A/V suppliers may not produce and distribute their goods in the precise way theory prescribes, price discrimination by A/V suppliers in world markets is beneficial to the extent that it reduces inefficiency. Thus, forcing American A/V producers to sell their A/Vs at higher prices in foreign markets may protect domestic producers in those markets, but it simultaneously represents a welfare loss to those consumers who attach positive values to American A/V products above the old prices, but below the new higher prices. Second, with respect to markets for quasi-public goods such as films and television programs, strong statements about the relative efficiency of alternative market and nonmarket structures are inherently difficult to make. Thus, it is difficult if not impossible to ascertain whether and to what extent the elimination or imposition of “culture quotas” in trade would affect net welfare. This latter point suggests that norms that are not strictly economic may be helpful in deciding whether customary free trade rules should apply to A/V trade.\textsuperscript{121}

B. The Goods/Services Distinction

Some scholars have attempted to justify the application of free trade rules to A/Vs on grounds that they are more like goods than services and therefore fall under the GATT regime.\textsuperscript{122} This Section demonstrates, however, that while classification is important, the bipolar struggle to classify A/Vs strictly as goods or as services tends to obscure more fundamental questions about the treatment of A/Vs as public goods and the externalities to which trade in such goods gives rise.

1. The Dual Nature of A/Vs

Distinguishing between goods and services can be difficult because no precise and universally agreed-upon definition exists for either. In using the terms “goods” and “services,” people nevertheless usually have in mind some general notion of their meanings. For example, three characteristics commonly distinguish services from goods.\textsuperscript{123} First, production and consumption must be simultaneous in the case of services but not goods. Second, unlike goods, services are impossible to store. Third, services are intangible, while goods are tangible.\textsuperscript{124}

Although the above criteria work well in distinguishing activities like haircutting from conventional goods, they have not proven very useful in
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classifying A/Vs. Cinema films, broadcast television programs, and videotape programs arguably possess attributes of both goods and services. All three, on the one hand, are traded much like goods — usually in the form of a film reel or videotape. On the other hand, the film reel or videotape acts only as the means of delivering what was originally produced as a service. Treating the live presentation of a play (clearly a service) differently than a videotape recording of the same play would seem somewhat arbitrary and illogical.

This dual nature of A/Vs has prompted some to create distinctions within the category of services. One thoughtful commentator, for example, characterizes A/Vs as "splintered, or separated, services" because they involve services that "have been splintered or separated from their original production in the sense that they are now embodied in goods for separate sale."125

2. The Underlying Issues

The curious aspect of the trade policy debate over whether to classify A/Vs as goods or services is that classification alone does not address the main substantive issues surrounding A/V trade. For example, the dumping issue discussed earlier remains unchanged regardless of whether A/Vs are labelled as goods or services. Furthermore, as discussed in Part V, cultural concerns persist regardless of classification. The classification of A/Vs as goods or services thus has limited relevance in resolving the initial question of whether to subject A/Vs to customary free trade rules.

IV. A/V Trade Practices and Advantages

The almost unidirectional flow of A/Vs from U.S. producers to the markets of other countries has caused great concern among many GATT CPs. Opponents of freer trade in A/Vs believe that this deluge of American A/V imports threatens the cultural integrity of other countries. Although couched in purely cultural terms, the arguments these opponents assert fall into two distinct classes. The first class includes those arguments alleging unfair trade practices on the part of U.S. producers and the U.S. government. One such alleged practice is "dumping," discussed above. The second class includes arguments about the way in which U.S. domination in A/Vs negatively affects a particular country's cultural integrity.

This distinction is useful because the two classes of arguments are not necessarily related for international trade policy purposes. As this part of the Article demonstrates, the first class of arguments — concerning unfair trade practices — points usefully to factors that may explain in part the rise of U.S. domination in A/V trade. These factors are not, however, unique to A/V trade. Hence, while they deserve attention and perhaps even an international response, they do not themselves distinguish A/Vs from goods and services.

---
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that are subject to free trade rules. The second class of arguments poses a
direct challenge to the desirability of free trade in A/Vs and is explored
separately in Part V.

A. American Hegemony or Imperialism Arguments

1. The Commercialization of Media

Many proponents of a cultural exemption or specificity allowance in the
GATT justify their position as essential to combatting the imperialistic
tendencies of American A/V producers and the U.S. government. Although
this hegemonic or imperialist argument includes minor variations, it has two
key thrusts.

The first asserts that the commercialization of the U.S. media has led
U.S. multinational companies to seek and ensure their commercial interests
abroad in and through all media industries. Herbert Schiller, one of the most
prolific and representative exponents of this strand of the hegemonic
argument, writes that the United States alone among the advanced
industrialized nations in the pre-television era conducted radio broadcasting
in an unambiguously commercial fashion. In Europe, for example, the
state typically owned broadcast stations. After the invention of television,
many nations increasingly began to look to the commercial broadcasting
structure of the United States as a model. Since then, even strong
industrialized nations have supposedly been overwhelmed by the influence and
ideology of profit-motivated American media and thus have been “forced” to
adopt commercial operations.

Dismissing the claim that commercial broadcasting is the most satisfactory
method of meeting the needs of the public, Schiller argues that “[n]othing less
than the viability of the American industrial economy itself is involved in the
movement toward international commercialization of broadcasting.” More
specifically, “[t]he continuing and pressing requirements of United States
manufacturers to reach annually higher output levels to sustain and increase
profit margins activate the process that is relentlessly enveloping electronic
(and other) communications in a sheath of commercialization.” Schiller
even goes so far as to claim that the U.S. government and American
multinational corporations deploy First Amendment values in order to mask
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efforts to dominate the world commercially.\textsuperscript{131}

The term "American multinational corporations" in this sense refers to U.S. producers of consumer goods and A/Vs. The fundamental driving forces of the commercialization of media are thus consumer goods, advertising industries, and A/Vs themselves. The result, according to Schiller, is "the propagation and extension of the American business system and its values to all corners of the international community."\textsuperscript{132} Furthermore, powerful American companies supposedly marshall their influence to overwhelm state-controlled media structures. The human cost is the emergence of \textit{homo consumens}, a person whose need for mass consumption is stimulated and manipulated by largely U.S. commercial and advertising interests.\textsuperscript{133}

U.S. trade in motion pictures and television programming is an integral part of this aspect of the hegemony argument. As with U.S. producers of other goods, American A/V producers also seek profit in foreign markets. Equity investment in facilities offers direct outlets to U.S. broadcast companies. However, the largest revenues come from the export of U.S. programming.\textsuperscript{134} The U.S. film industry, under Schiller's formulation, is even more advanced in its global expansion.\textsuperscript{135}

2. U.S. Government-Industry Alliance

The second part of the hegemony argument maintains that the U.S. government has used its hegemonic powers to help American A/V producers secure foreign markets for U.S. products and ideas. This argument directly challenges the notion that American A/V producers have been "merely the passive recipient[s] of the good fortune of historical circumstances and economic laws."\textsuperscript{136} To be sure, the rise of the top film producers (the "majors") in the United States is interesting and controversial.\textsuperscript{137} This Article will focus on specific events in their development that proponents of the American hegemony paradigm cite as particularly relevant to international A/V trade policy.

World War I represented a dramatic turning point for the United States and its film producers because the war transformed the United States from a
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debtor to a creditor nation. The war basically redirected capital flows. For instance, U.S. capital went to war-damaged countries in Europe, while European capital went to the war fronts. The American film industry was, among other U.S. industries, a beneficiary of the war and the resulting stark changes in capital markets. War devastation seriously disrupted European film industries or forced them out of international markets. U.S. film producers filled the vacuum, as a brief look at changes in film trade flows between the United States and the rest of the world confirms: During 1913, the last year before World War I, the United States exported 32 million feet of motion pictures. Twelve years later, the total reached 235 million feet. American film exports to Europe increased by five hundred percent during these dozen years, while the industry’s development of markets in the Far East, Latin America, and Africa spurred a tenfold growth in U.S. exports. Before long, the mobile inputs of film production — creative personnel and film financing — began shifting across national boundaries, from countries with less favorable conditions to those with more. Hollywood became a focus for this movement and thereby attracted film professionals from around the world.

Besides profiting from the war-disrupted film markets of foreign countries, American film producers also benefited significantly from practicing price discrimination in foreign markets and from the cooperation of the U.S. government in assuring open film markets abroad. The significance of the former is set out in Part III.A.2 above; the latter constitutes one of the key arguments that proponents of the hegemonic paradigm advance to explain the domination of American A/V producers today. American A/V producers and the U.S. government share a richly documented history of cooperation with respect to foreign trade barriers. By the 1920s, many countries had already noticed that Hollywood products accounted for approximately four fifths of all film screenings in the world. The concerns of these foreign countries fell into two categories. First, the popularity of American pictures not only monopolized exhibition time, but also created greater financial risks for locally-made films. As a result, local filmmakers produced fewer films. Furthermore, some thought that film persuasively glamorized certain traits and ideals that clashed with those of local populations. Because of these concerns, countries with major cinema markets began to curtail the import of U.S. films. In short,
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the deluge of post-war American movie exports created a backlash in many markets, leading governments to set protectionist quotas designed to shelter their own film industries.146

The new barriers prompted Hollywood to solicit the help of the U.S. government. In the 1920s, the State Department intervened on behalf of the U.S. film industry in France, Spain, Italy, Germany, Austria, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia by emphasizing the need for freer trade so that investment and other economic decisions would be less risky.147 The United States and its producers were quick to point out that the United States did not restrict the importation of foreign films into the United States.

Besides noting that the U.S. government has sought to keep foreign markets open for business reasons, advocates of the cultural imperialism paradigm point emphatically to the ideological reasons behind the government’s promotion of U.S. film exports. Indeed, evidence supports the proposition that the U.S. government considered the dissemination of U.S. films abroad as a means of spreading American ideals to areas destabilized by World War II. Many U.S. officials apparently believed that, with the end of Nazi control in Western Europe, the “fluid political climate . . . offer[ed] the Left an opportunity to win popular support and to come to political power . . . .”148 This belief led to “an intensive campaign . . . to thwart such a political tendency” by “all means of official and private communications” — including American films.149 Promoted by the Bureau of Psychological Warfare, American films followed in the wake of American troops.150 In addition, to fight the spread of communism in Europe — and in Italy in particular — President Truman secretly supported propaganda schemes that included the promotion of U.S. film exports.151

3. Evaluation of the Hegemonic Paradigm

Hegemonic explanations of U.S. domination aid analysis of A/V trade issues in at least two ways. First, until recently mainstream trade policy literature has paid little attention to the history of A/V industries and trade. Existing research shows that an evaluation of A/V market operations in the United States and international markets must account for nonmarket factors. Second, politico-economic explanations can capture many significant historical factors that have disproportionately benefitted certain producer groups and not others. For instance, the collapse of film industries in Europe and elsewhere after the World Wars almost certainly made it easier for U.S. producers to export A/Vs.152

Yet, without providing further analysis, hegemonic explanations and arguments do not serve as persuasive rationales for particular trade law
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reform, much less a particular trade regime. For example, the argument that the United States led countries to commercialize broadcasting and other A/V industries contributes little to answering the question of what policies an international A/V trade regime should include. Schiller's and others' interpretations of American domination in A/Vs do not include well specified criteria for measuring well-being. Without specific standards, the hegemonic paradigm has difficulty showing that the current A/V trade regime, or an even less globally regulated system, is inferior to an alternative regime.

In addition, many of the political and historical events cited by proponents of the hegemony argument have limited relevance for trade policy. For example, U.S. film producers enjoyed a significant "head start" in the industry. They benefitted from the disruption the World Wars caused in foreign A/V markets and from U.S. foreign policy during the middle of this century. In addition, they invented the feature film, which gained popular acceptance worldwide. Focusing on these examples contributes to our understanding of the American A/V industry's international growth but, again, says little about what the rules of A/V trade should be. These historical and political factors thus do not require advocating a cultural exemption or specificity allowance in the GATT; in fact, they ironically suggest the opposite. Assume, for instance, that the GATT legitimized the privilege of governments to regulate A/V imports. If the above example of the U.S. government-industry alliance is taken seriously, it seems only right to assume that governments with such a privilege would exploit it to protect and promote economic and ideological interests at home for the very same reasons the U.S. government has allegedly sought to do so abroad. This part of the hegemonic paradigm actually argues against governmental privileges, not for them.

Finally, the hegemonic paradigm is questionable on its own terms. For example, foreign countries certainly did not have to emulate the United States in its commercialization of the media. Little suggests that advanced industrial states like France and Germany did not, and do not, have the ability to formulate policies more consistent with their best interests. These two states have frequently adopted policies in other arenas at odds with U.S. interests. Indeed, recently strengthened film and television import barriers
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in Spain, France, and the European Union suggest that these countries can stand up to the United States.

B. Anticompetition Arguments

Proponents of a cultural exemption or specificity allowance in the GATT also claim that these measures are necessary to protect nations against anticompetitive practices employed by U.S. producers. This charge arises most often in the context of film trade, where American firms allegedly use their positions as dominant distributors to discriminate against foreign-produced films.\textsuperscript{156}

American film distribution clearly dominates both within the United States and abroad. Few analysts would disagree that the “majors” are still the dominant force in film production, financing, and distribution in the United States and in many other areas of the world.\textsuperscript{157} Before the 1948 U.S. Supreme Court decision splitting the production and distribution of films away from their exhibition, these studios were even more powerful.\textsuperscript{158}

Commentators often use the Canadian film distribution sector as an example of U.S. distribution power in foreign markets. As one notes, “[t]he Canadian distribution sector is firmly in the hands of the large, integrated U.S. production-distribution companies, which are members of a cartellike trade association — the Motion Picture Export Association of America (MPEAA).”\textsuperscript{159} A 1977 study showed that eight of the eighty-three distribution companies operating in Canada took 77.8% of the total revenues from film and videotape sales.\textsuperscript{160} All eight were subsidiaries of U.S. production-distribution firms.

The large vertically integrated U.S. distributing companies and their affiliated circuits in Canada seem to keep the unintegrated, Canadian-owned distribution and exhibition enterprises in an uncompetitive market position.\textsuperscript{161} For example, between 1968 and 1978, Canada produced 448
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films, but, according to the Canadian Motion Picture Distributors Association, only fourteen were distributed by the U.S. majors.162

American domination of a domestic distribution system such as Canada's may initially appear peculiar. Control of distribution is a critical step not only in bringing film productions to exhibition, but also in maximizing profits in an industry with unusually high financial risk. The importance and complexity of distribution are, however, precisely the primary reasons for the consolidation of control in distribution worldwide.163 Dispersed control is difficult because producing, financing, and distributing films are necessarily linked.164 First, film producers tend not to be sufficiently acquainted with trends and changes in the preferences of the filmgoing public to judge the potential profitability of films. Thus, they need to work closely with distributors to decide what to produce and how to bring productions to the market. Second, and perhaps most importantly, the film industry is vertically integrated because distribution includes the risks of marketing as well as film distribution.165 Distributors need not only to exercise some control over what they distribute, but also to spread the risks of distribution over many different A/V products. In order to survive, they must set off the profits of one production against the losses of another. This risk-spreading requires the tremendous cash flow of the distributors.166 Furthermore, distributors must carefully coordinate the release of A/Vs to maximize profits.167

Third, the riskiness of A/V distribution renders it inherently expensive. In 1976, for every $100 in cinema receipts, roughly $60 covered cinema costs and profit; $15 covered the negative costs of the film; and the rest paid for overhead and the profits of the distributor.168 Hence, distributors must have an international sales organization in order to maximize film exhibition and profits. One commentator analogized that “big time distribution is like the steel industry; the costs of entry are very high.”169

The above factors provide a coherent explanation for the domination of a few producers/distributors in the United States as well as in other countries. They may even point to a tendency among film producer/distributors to utilize questionable practices to minimize risk and maximize profits in a highly volatile industry. The practices of Hollywood firms in the U.S. market sparked decades of antitrust litigation; such dubious practices clearly deserve investigation and may even warrant international regulation if they prove otherwise unalterable.

Nonetheless, the fact that some A/V firms may conduct business or trade
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unfairly does not inherently merit exempting A/Vs from customary free trade rules. Absent more concrete evidence, there is little reason to think that national or international laws could not restrict unfair business practices in the A/V sector in the same way that domestic legislation or international agreements restrict such practices in other sectors.

In any case, other considerations weaken any association between U.S. distribution power and the large market shares that American A/Vs maintain abroad. Namely, the international success of American A/V producers is likely to be a function of the transnational appeal of their products. This otherwise bald assertion seems credible in light of two observations. First, even in some countries that do not permit U.S. ownership or control of distribution, U.S. films still enjoy considerable success.\(^{70}\) Second, distribution by a major U.S. studio does not appear to increase appreciably the box office appeal of foreign-language films in the United States.\(^{71}\) The economics of the film industry — including a lack of internationally marketable products — arguably prevent non-American A/V distributors from building a distribution network as powerful as that of American distributors.

In short, although distribution-power arguments highlight U.S. domination and barriers to entry in film distribution, historical and economic factors seem to mitigate the weight that can be accorded these arguments in the debate over a cultural exemption or specificity allowance in the GATT. On the historical side, the World Wars helped U.S. distributors gain a market share abroad that they have continued to strengthen. Simultaneously, the ability to price discriminate aided the export efforts of American A/V firms. The inherent risk in film production and distribution encourages the control of distribution systems by a few dominant players. Finally, the persistence of any questionable business practices in distribution provides a strong argument for placing A/V trade under the protective umbrage of multilateral agreements such as the GATT.\(^{72}\)

C. Economic Explanation of Trade Advantages

Because the economic principle of comparative advantage forms the foundation of free trade and the GATT, any analysis of A/V trade must consider explanations of trade patterns in light of economic models. This Section briefly describes the findings of one particular model — the Wildman-Siwek model\(^{73}\) — and assesses the model’s relevance to international A/V trade policy. Wildman and Siwek conclude that American A/V producers enjoy what they term a “domestic opportunity advantage” over other producers because of the large, wealthy, and mostly English-speaking markets in the United States and other parts of the world. This Section argues
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that those endorsing protectionist privileges must address serious questions of fairness because the domestic opportunity advantage and other advantages significantly favor large A/V producers.

1. Assumptions

The Wildman-Siwek model contains seven explicit assumptions, four of which are fairly standard. Wildman and Siwek added the three remaining assumptions to help explain the relative magnitude of trade flows. The first additional assumption states that, with other considerations being equal, viewers prefer A/Vs in their native language. In other words, translation would diminish a film’s appeal to an audience. The second new assumption asserts a positive correlation between large budgets and the appeal of A/V products. Finally, the model added the assumption that the market setting forms the context for both production and consumption decisions.

2. Model Results

Given the above assumptions, the Wildman-Siwek model shows that “producers in larger countries, and producers in countries that belong to large natural-language markets, have a financial incentive to create larger budget films and programs that generally will have greater intrinsic audience appeal, a clear advantage in international competition.” Wildman and Siwek refer to this advantage as a “domestic opportunity advantage” (“DOA”).

While a thorough evaluation of this model is not possible here, a few basic observations can be made to assess its relevance to international A/V trade policy. Many of the model’s strengths and weaknesses rest in its unique assumptions. On the one hand, language probably explains, at least in part, the success of American and other English-speaking producers in world markets. The English-speaking A/V markets in the world are among the largest and wealthiest. In addition, because such markets are large, they are very diverse, even though English is the predominant language. Producers of films in English probably have strong financial incentives to create and market films that appeal to large and diverse audiences. In theory, A/V producers from non-English-speaking countries have the same incentive. Their financial incentive is usually outweighed, however, by the cost of producing quality English language films that appeal to diverse audiences.
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180. For French producers, making films in English rather than French would likely present serious obstacles and therefore add substantial costs even though technology and human capital for film production are increasingly mobile. The films, for example, would presumably have to be set in English-speaking countries, and experts would have to be employed to resolve linguistic and other communications problems
intervention of A/V trade patterns suggests that, while the potential reward in the world market is the same for all producers, not all producers are equally endowed to compete for that reward.

Comparing the DOA to traditional notions of comparative advantage is worthwhile because the DOA seems to view endowments as potentially important determinants of A/V trade flows. The DOA does not fit snugly within textbook notions of comparative advantage. It merely seems to describe specific features of the world A/V consumption market that happen to favor English-speaking producers. These features appear distinct from, for example, the geographical and ambient factors that give the French a comparative advantage in wine production. After all, the conventional understanding of comparative advantages considers them to stem from differences in natural resources or educational or industrial ability. In contrast, the DOA, while giving advantages to certain producers, originates more from the consumption side than from the production side of markets.

Regardless of its origins, the DOA, if it exists, nevertheless effectively yields the same results as a comparative advantage for A/V producers in countries where English is the dominant or native language. The DOA affects the cost to film producers of making internationally successful films relative to the cost of carrying out some other economic activity. Just as French producers have historically derived a comparative advantage in wine-making from geographical factors, American A/V producers may have gained what amounts to a comparative advantage from global linguistic and economic patterns.  

Similarly, American producers probably also derive a "comparative advantage" in A/V production from the relatively rich cultural diversity within the United States. Such diversity simultaneously prods and helps U.S. producers develop A/V products with cross-cultural and therefore transnational appeal. In any case, the Wildman-Siwek model suggests that certain A/V producers enjoy rather strong advantages in the A/V sector.

The unique assumptions behind the Wildman-Siwek model are nevertheless vulnerable to criticism. First, modern technology and expertise in dubbing lessen the importance of the assumption that viewers prefer A/Vs in their native language over A/Vs in other languages. For example, many distributors in European countries dub English language films and programs almost seamlessly. That U.S. films capture audience shares as high as eighty percent in some European countries suggests strongly that this assumption about language preferences may play a relatively unimportant role in the production and marketing of the films. More importantly, French script writers, producers, and actors are unlikely to express themselves or their ideas as well in English. This difficulty of expression would probably diminish the creativity and quality of the final product, and a poorly made English-language film would not be competitive against well made films by U.S. producers.

The "economic pattern" here refers primarily to the comparatively wealthy English-speaking markets around the world.

A truly open and international A/V market would tend to diminish any advantage U.S. producers might derive from cultural diversity within the United States because nothing would prevent internationally-minded producers from learning about each other's markets. Indeed, the United States' advantage is arguably already diminishing. See, e.g., Nigel Andrews, Identity Crisis in the Euro-movies — Nigel Andrews Explains Why It is Becoming More and More Difficult to Tell European and Hollywood Films Apart, FIN. TIMES, Dec. 18, 1993, at XVII or xvii?
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determining overall viewer demand.

Second, some relatively large-budget film productions fail while some relatively small-budget films succeed.184 These exceptions raise significant doubts about the assumed positive correlation between the size of a film's budget and what Wildman and Siwek term "inherent" audience appeal. The success of some small-budget films supports the notion that creative talent and production are vital elements in determining the box-office success of films. The advantage of large film producers may thus be far from ironclad. However, relaxing or rejecting either or both of these unique assumptions would arguably only strengthen the assertion that American A/V producers simply make more appealing films and programs and, as a result, dominate A/V trade because they are more competitive.

In sum, the Wildman-Siwek model provides an economic explanation of A/V trade patterns that conforms more or less to the available data and to intuition. Of course, this model is not a complete explanation; like all models, it is an imperfect interpretation of reality. If taken seriously, its findings nevertheless provide analytical support to the fairness argument used by free traders. The existing trade order seems to require us to exploit comparative advantages in order to maintain our collective economic and political well-being. To make an exception for the A/V sector would unfairly hinder those traders with strong comparative advantages. Even more importantly, such an exception could seriously weaken our mutual understanding of the conduct of economic relations, which the GATT has strengthened considerably. Before we risk that occurrence, we must find persuasive reasons to justify violating basic principles like the exploitation of comparative advantages. The next Section thus discusses cultural concerns and the extent to which they might serve as good reasons to depart from a core trading principle.

V. CULTURAL AND OTHER "NON-ECONOMIC" CONCERNS

So far, this Article has focused on arguments that are used to support a cultural exemption or specificity allowance in the GATT but which do not implicate culture directly. This Part examines cultural and other non-economic concerns explicitly and reaches three general conclusions. First, in many markets, the prices of A/Vs may not fully reflect the value of cultural integrity. Recognizing this incongruence is crucial because welfare maximization occurs only when prices fully reflect all the costs and benefits of an action to the society as a whole. Second, while this recognition may indicate that cultural concerns are legitimate, those concerns do not necessarily warrant trade barriers. National culture, the cultural content of A/Vs, and the interaction between the two are so difficult to measure that content regulation and restrictions based on the national origin of A/Vs provide only dubious cultural benefits.185 Finally, the immensely beneficial
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role that informational flows have played in world development strongly
cautions against A/V import restrictions.

A. Cultural Concerns as Negative Externalities

Cultural arguments are typically very difficult to grasp because culture
can be an amorphous, if not subjective, idea. Borrowing the concept of
externalities from economic theory can aid in clarifying the analysis of these
cultural arguments. The use of this concept here is not an attempt to view
everything through an economic lens or to subordinate non-economic values
and concerns to efficiency; rather, the approach is an attempt to translate
those values and concerns into a more precisely defined concept. Using
externality analysis also reveals both weaknesses of free trade on its own
terms and the ultimate folly of a purely economic approach to the A/V
dispute.

Even those who believe on grounds of economic theory that A/Vs should
be freely traded cannot deny that trade in A/Vs, like trade in other goods and
services, may have externalities. Externalities occur when the market price of
a good or service does not reflect all the benefits and costs associated with its
production and consumption. Market failure can result and may justify
nonmarket allocation of these goods and services.

To see how externalities can lead to market failure, consider the case of
automobiles and pollution. Consumers acquire automobiles largely through the
market. As their numbers increase, however, automobiles cause familiar
negative externalities like the pollution of the atmosphere, increased traffic
congestion, and more accidents. Everyone, including the motorist, suffers
from greater pollution, delays in traffic, and the increased likelihood of
accidents. Yet, the market alone cannot force motorists to pay for these
“negative externalities.” For example, a motorist could help reduce air
pollution by fitting a catalytic converter to his car, but that would cost him a
significant amount of money, and the environmental benefits would be
imperceptible unless everybody else were to do the same thing. Thus,
unsurprisingly, nothing was done about the problem of smog in Los Angeles
until California and the federal government passed laws requiring every car
to be fitted with exhaust controls.

Analogously, negative externalities can accompany trade in A/Vs. The
cultural integrity argument is essentially an externalities argument. As French
Prime Minister Edouard Balladur urged the National Assembly in October
1993, “[the French] cannot accept everything related to the fundamental
values of our tradition, our culture, our civilization [as] being treated like
ordinary traded goods.” Similarly, speaking in support of a cultural
exemption in the GATT, French President Francois Mitterand has contended
that “[w]hat is at stake, and therefore in peril, in the current negotiations is
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the right of each country to forge its imagination and to transmit to future generations the representation of its own identity." Underlying the rhetoric of both comments is the argument that free trade in A/Vs somehow does not adequately account for certain social costs and benefits. Speaking in more economic terms, the Premier and the President might have said that the French lose certain valuable things — say, French sensibilities — from exposure to American A/Vs that the prices of movie tickets, television advertising, and video rentals do not capture.

The argument that trade in A/Vs contains cultural externalities is intuitively persuasive. For example, individual French viewers may not only enjoy French film productions, but may also want the French movie industry to increase the number of films it produces annually to encourage cinematic expression of French sensibilities. Individual viewers could increase French film industry revenues by choosing to see French movies rather than those produced in other countries. They probably would not limit themselves in that way, however, because they also enjoy seeing movies made by non-French producers. Seeing only French movies would cost much in terms of enjoyment relative to the imperceptible benefit of helping the French movie industry. As a result, many French cinemagoers may desire a stronger French film industry but, for purely selfish reasons, may not be willing to sacrifice other entertainment to pay for it.

The argument that significant externalities plague A/V trade may be even stronger in the context of developing countries. For instance, if the economic elite of a developing country watch Dallas or another U.S. television show that portrays lavish lifestyles, they may develop aspirations or expectations that reduce the amount that they are willing to sacrifice for indigenous development or other important national goals. Such externalities seem especially likely to exist when U.S. producers can price discriminate in selling A/Vs abroad. The cheaper the prices are, the less accurately they reflect the true social cost of exhibiting those films and television programs in a less developed country.

192. Assume for the moment that the content of French culture or sensibilities is identifiable. For a discussion of the validity of cultural assumptions, see infra Part V.B.
193. However, a rational movie consumer might be willing to increase her consumption of French movies or to pay higher taxes to subsidize the French film industry if she thought others were willing to take the same actions.
194. ALAN WELLS, PICTURE-TUBE IMPERIALISM? 121 (1972). Identifying and measuring the relationship between A/Vs and cultures is an extremely difficult and controversial enterprise. The absence of mutually agreeable reference points and the complexity of establishing causation, for example, make it very difficult to draw precise conclusions about the impact of A/Vs on culture and vice-versa. See, e.g., TAMAR LIEBES & ELHU KATZ, THE EXPORT OF MEANING (1990). While this Article does not seek to prove any specific relationship between A/Vs and culture, it does assume that A/Vs impact cultural development.
195. A/V trade can have positive as well as negative externalities. Developing countries can plausibly derive social benefits from cheap, imported A/V products that outweigh the social costs of the imports both in terms of price and negative externalities.
B. The Difficulty of Defining and Applying Cultural Standards

Externalities can sometimes justify government intervention, as in the case of cars and pollution. In the case of A/V trade, however, government import restrictions are not desirable. On the one hand, concerns about cultural integrity are legitimate in many countries because A/V purchases by individuals do not accurately account for them. On the other hand, little suggests that content regulation or restriction of A/V imports based on national origin can reasonably address these cultural concerns. Furthermore, the harm such regulation poses to international trade norms greatly outweighs the marginal benefit, if any, that such regulation affords cultural integrity.

As argued above, prices under a free trade regime may not fully reflect the value of cultural integrity to consumers. Cultural integrity, like air quality, is something consumers are unlikely to pay for even though they want it. Price discrimination in A/Vs further decreases the ability of prices to account for cultural integrity values. Thus, under a free trade regime, countries can in theory legitimately voice concerns about cultural integrity.

However, content regulation or regulation of A/Vs by national origin have serious shortcomings if their purpose is to reflect the value private individuals place on cultural integrity. The difficulty of identifying and defining the relevant culture presents the first obstacle. Governments can declare with confidence that "[t]he audiovisual sector is of great importance to the cultural identity of peoples, regions and nations," and few would dispute their claim. Films, news and entertainment programs, and video documentaries have already shaped societies and will continue to do so. People can also legitimately note that A/Vs are not like refrigerators or cars because they have strong public good characteristics; their value lies in their informational rather than their functional content.

Nevertheless, to conclude from those two claims that governments should be able to regulate A/V trade presupposes that government regulation is a better alternative than no regulation. Regulating culture is not like regulating refrigerators or cars. Unlike the content of most goods, the content of culture is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to identify in a reasonable way. In terms of meaning, "[c]ulture is one of the two or three most complicated words in the English language." A reasonable definition might be that culture "consists of knowledge, beliefs, perceptions, attitudes, expectations, values, and patterns of behavior that people learn by growing up in a given
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196. Any measure purporting to regulate culture must do at least three things reasonably well. First, it must define and identify the culture to be protected. Second, it must identify the cultural content of the relevant A/V product. Third, it must show that the impact of viewing the A/V product would probably compromise the viewer's sense of cultural integrity in a way that would exceed any benefits the viewer might receive. Domestic content rules with respect to manufactured goods have been troublesome under the GATT. See JACKSON, WORLD TRADING SYSTEM, supra note 18, at 191. Therefore, one can easily surmise that cultural content rules would pose even greater problems.


199. Collins, supra note 11, at 363 (emphasis in original) (quoting RAYMOND WILLIAMS, KEYWORDS: A VOCABULARY OF CULTURE AND SOCIETY 76 (1976)).
This definition, however, only breaks up the metaphysical concept of culture into other concepts with their own metaphysical difficulties.

Even if one could reasonably delineate a particular culture at a given time, much of its content would not be purely indigenous in origin. For example, French culture includes a number of imported elements. Part of the Louvre was designed by I.M. Pei, a Chinese American. Many French wine grapes grow on root stocks that originally came from California, while the towers of Neuilly and Montparnasse were designed in Chicago. Furthermore, many French voters cast their ballots for parties whose platforms originated from foreign thinkers like Marx or Lenin. Even popular sports in France, such as soccer and tennis, are imported. Like French culture, almost all other cultures are to a significant degree cross-cultural. Indeed, cultural affinities certainly account to an appreciable extent for the popularity of U.S. films and television programs abroad.

Finally, many cultures can be delineated in ways that bear little relationship to national boundaries. The existence of a "proletarian culture," "youth culture," and now even "mass culture" demonstrates some of the common ways in which culture can be defined to defy sovereign boundaries. The similarity of interests (classical music, tuxedos, French wine, golf, etc.) among the elite of different countries suggests that "high culture" too has for some time been transnational. Moreover, distinct cultures that define different ethnic groups thrive in more than one country. In sum, national boundaries do not necessarily correspond to cultural boundaries.

The problems of definition, origination, and boundaries noted above make arbitrary any governmental trade measure aiming at cultural specificity. The 1989 European Community Broadcast Directive serves as an excellent example. While the Directive ostensibly seeks to protect European culture, the criteria used to define "European works" focus primarily on the location of production companies and the residences of their workers. As one commentator observed, "under this definition, an episode of Dallas filmed in Paris with European actors and producers would qualify as a European work, while a drama on the French Revolution filmed in Paris with American actors and producers presumably would not." The EU Directive also assumes without adequate reason that EU member states are somehow culturally more similar to each other than to nonmember states. It is hardly clear, for example, that the United Kingdom has more in common culturally with Italy than with the United States. In fact, if the assumption of cultural

200. This is the standard anthropological definition. KOTTAK, supra note 198, at 5.
202. See id.
203. NOAM, supra note 113, at 23.
204. Directive, supra note 11.
205. See id. at 27. For an excellent treatment of the problems with the "European works" criteria under the Directive, see Filipek, supra note 11.
206. Filipek, supra note 11, at 358 (citation omitted).
207. If a common culture exists in Europe, it is similar to U.S. culture because the United States has absorbed and assimilated many European cultural influences. NOAM, supra note 113, at 24. This reasoning suggests that the European Union may be trying to create, rather than to protect, a common culture in Europe through such measures as the broadcast Directive. Recognizing this possible motive introduces another important variable — the role of governments — into the analysis of cultural concerns. See infra
commonality in Europe were true, an A/V market larger than that of the American market would presumably be more favorable to EU producers rather than American A/V producers.

In addition, the globalization of film production renders import restrictions based on national origin increasingly problematic. For example, foreign investors now control four of the largest seven American film production companies.208 Today, A/V production companies of different nationalities also co-produce more films and programs and even integrate operations.209 Individuals of different nationalities commonly direct, write scripts for, and otherwise significantly contribute to the creation of films produced or financed by companies of still different nationalities.210 This growth of multinational film companies and production efforts greatly reduces the ability of the nationality of the producer or actors or the location of production to serve as reasonable proxies for culture.

Finally, given the difficulties presented above, an individual or government could not reasonably assign monetary or other concrete measures of value to any cultural externalities present in A/V trade. Without some reasonable means of assessing such values, government bureaucracies formulating import restrictions can only rely on the kind of cultural speculation illustrated above. Regulation experts have in fact long recognized that the less susceptible objectives are to monetary estimation, the less useful externality-type characterizations are to policy formation.211

In short, it is tempting to conclude that cultural externalities in A/V trade necessitate government intervention. However, externality-type arguments can also be used too readily to justify measures that lead to outcomes the market would not sanction. As demonstrated above, content regulation and regulation of A/Vs on the basis of national origin are so arbitrary that they probably do not further the ends they seek. Seen in this light, the “cultural benefits” of A/V import restrictions appear illusory at best.

C. Other “Non-Economic” Norms

As the preceding Section demonstrates, accepting that A/V trade can have negative cultural externalities does not compel approval of content regulation or regulation based on national origin. It nevertheless reinforces a fact that few can dispute: A/V trade does challenge the integrity of cultures, regardless of their precise content or boundaries. In fact, all international


209. For example, NBC has invested in Super Channel, a pan-European cable network, and Home Box Office and Canal-Plus are collaborating on a project to produce pay-per-view TV service in Turkey. Bailey Morris, Tinsel Town Eyes Europe’s Glitter, THE INDEPENDENT, Dec. 19, 1993, at 4.


211. STEPHEN BREYER, REGULATION AND ITS REFORM 26 (1982).
communications challenge the integrity of established cultures. Such communications “obliterate many of the impediments that served in the past to slow down changes in ideas and mores. Barriers of time and space that once protected the status quo are easily penetrated or circumvented by modern media.”

As a result, the issue of whether to allow a cultural exemption or specificity in the GATT does not rest solely on the mechanical evaluation of externalities in the framework of market economics; it also implicates other normative values regarding the development processes of peoples around the world. The remainder of this portion of the Article argues that focusing on such normative values has at least three advantages for resolving the GATT dispute over A/Vs, the first two of which were indirectly discussed above. First, this focus recognizes that trade in A/Vs is not purely a positive economic issue. Formulating international A/V trade policy requires discussion of normative values other than the value of free market economics. At the same time, however, the issue of trade in A/Vs is not simply a “cultural issue” that can fairly be reduced to relativism. To do so encourages the arbitrary use of sovereignty as a means of settling international disputes. Finally and most practically, looking to values premised on larger issues of world development can help identify values that are not exclusively rooted in either free market economics or cultural relativism, but on which many countries can generally agree.

1. The Mass Media Revolution, World Development, and Sovereignty

Among the various normative values that might inform the A/V dispute, one arguably commands special attention: the role of mass media and information flows in political, economic, and social development. As this Section demonstrates, notions of cultural protection based on sovereignty are not inevitably benign. In fact, such notions represent the predictable and continuing tendency of nation-states to undervalue the benefits of unrestricted information flows. Recognition of this tendency and its negative impact on society as a whole strongly cautions against the adoption or continuance of culture-specific import restrictions in A/V trade.

Mass media began with the invention of the printing press in Asia in the 15th century A.D. Some of the more obviously beneficial changes that resulted include the emergence of modern languages, improved legal systems, and the tremendous growth in science. Other developments of great
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historical importance, such as the rise of Protestantism\textsuperscript{214} and the separation of the sacred from the secular,\textsuperscript{215} also stemmed from the advent of the printed word.

Still other noteworthy developments were arguably more negative. For example, the “heresies” that proliferated from printshops prompted the introduction of censorship. Censorship, in turn, led many countries to restrict their domestic printing industries. Britain, as a result, became dependent on the Dutch for printing devices because its own publishers left the country for others that were free from censorship.\textsuperscript{216}

In short, the advent of the printing press commodified information in the form of the printed word and, in doing so, intertwined people of all nationalities. The printing press and the books, pamphlets, and leaflets it spawned were in retrospect significant contributions to mankind’s progress.

The ultimate contribution of the printing press, however, is not the only relevant observation. What is also relevant is the way — the predictable way — in which social organizations, such as governments and religious institutions, reacted to the advent of mass media. Governments and religious organizations justified restricting the printed word essentially on grounds of political and religious sovereignty. Their reaction was predictable because the printing press created new conduits of information or belief in the form of books, pamphlets, and the like, that operated as “counterweights to the established authorities.”\textsuperscript{217} Thus, censorship and other domestic restrictions rapidly followed the mass utilization of the printing press.

Governments and religious organizations are not the only entities whose “authority” is challenged by the mass media. These organizations often depend on support from the adherents of specific traditions of a nation’s culture, whose authority is also challenged. In India, for example, the All India Radio has established quotas on movie themes, a favorite program item, “to preserve traditional musical forms.”\textsuperscript{218}

Consequently, “sovereignty” invoked as a basis for restricting the flow of culture and information does not represent a monolithic interest. Rather, it aggregates and distorts the individual interests in a “panoply of overlapping viewpoints” that have in common only the belief that free or freer flows of culture are detrimental to their entrenched interests.\textsuperscript{219} These interests include those of film companies subsidized or otherwise protected under both present and contemplated government regulations; producers, directors, and actors whose work and ideas politicians and government officials favor; and even government agencies, officials, political parties, and politicians whose power depends on the ability to regulate the so-called cultural industries. They


\textsuperscript{215} With the appearance of printed media, church sermons were no longer a major source of reporting community news. Church services became more purely religious in nature, making the distinction between the sacred and secular more clear and meaningful. Eisenstein, \textit{Conjectures}, supra note 213, at 41-43.

\textsuperscript{216} POOL, \textit{TECHNOLOGIES WITHOUT BOUNDARIES}, supra note 201, at 5.

\textsuperscript{217} Pool, \textit{Integrity of National Cultures}, supra note 212, at 124.

\textsuperscript{218} \textit{Id.} at 125.

\textsuperscript{219} POOL, \textit{TECHNOLOGIES WITHOUT BOUNDARIES}, supra note 201, at 115.
also include the interests of people who seek to create or to strengthen a particular kind of culture for ideological or other advantage — for example, people who have unfounded prejudices against other countries, or political leaders who can garner support by trumpeting "sovereignty" to restrict A/V imports. 220

The point of the above analysis is threefold. First, it sets out the myriad of interests that march under the banner of cultural sovereignty. Like slogans, the terms "cultural integrity" and "cultural preservation" are intellectually convenient and politically expedient. Second, many of those interests are ones that the international community does not or should not encourage. Many of them are classic economic protectionist arguments that are disapproved in other trade sectors; others simply do not deserve recognition because they foster invidious international discrimination. Any remaining benign interests would still confront the problems of arbitrariness discussed earlier.

More importantly, the above analysis serves as a powerful reminder that there are good reasons and notable international precedents for looking behind the curtain of sovereignty to enhance our collective well-being. International human rights, for example, limit the ability of governments to act in certain ways against their people. The GATT, too, limits national sovereignty by committing its signatories to the liberalization of trade in goods. In fact, nations have formally recognized the value of the free flow of information, which stems from the right of all people to freely receive and communicate information. 221 Commentators have labelled this formalization the "doctrine of the international free flow of information." Although the doctrine's legal binding power upon nations is somewhat controversial, the reasons behind the doctrine are clear: nations understand the importance of the free flow of information to increased mutual understanding, peace, and the stability of foreign relations.

2. Perspectives on Sovereignty and Cultural Integrity

The value of mass media and information flows to peaceful, rapid development lessens the desirability of a cultural exemption or specificity allowance in the GATT. Besides permitting regulations that would confer dubious cultural benefits, such an exemption or allowance would invite excessive nationalism, arbitrary regionalism, and cultural rigidification, all of which tend to undervalue the mutual benefits of unrestricted informational and

220. Indeed, as the political writer Jean-Louis Draze comments, "[Prime Minister] Balladur is portrayed as the man who saved French culture from destruction by the Americans.... He and his supporters aren't about to stop beating that particular drum. The nearer the presidential election approaches, the louder they'll beat it." Bernard Kaplan, France Extends Its Cultural Crusade to American Rock'n'Roll, THE GAZETTE (Montreal), Dec. 24, 1993, at D16.


The argument that nations should collectively guard against such propensities seems particularly persuasive considering the inherent resilience of cultures. The marketplace for ideas naturally favors local products. Locally produced A/Vs, for example, have many advantages that foreign imports must overcome. First, language and other interpretation barriers protect them. As mentioned above, people probably prefer watching a film in their own language than one with subtitles or one that is dubbed. Second, barriers of social support also protect local A/Vs. Much of the enjoyment and satisfaction of watching films, for instance, lies in discussing them with family and friends. Third, local A/Vs are further protected by barriers of what we conventionally call “culture.” Domestic A/Vs portray characters eating foods the local people eat and wearing clothes they wear. As a Japanese delegate to the GATT aptly remarked, Japan brings in many foreign products and influences and turns them into something uniquely Japanese: “[i]n Japan culture is considered to be something with many layers.”

In short, while cultural concerns may to some extent be legitimate, the invocation of sovereignty alone appears unpersuasive as a basis for cultural protectionism. Political boundaries are poor proxies for overlapping and amorphous cultural spheres. Furthermore, the international community disapproves of many of the often arbitrary interests that fuel national movements for cultural sovereignty. Notions of cultural integrity based on political sovereignty thus tend to underrate the advantages of unrestricted informational flows to development and foreign relations.

VI. DIRECTIONS FOR INTERNATIONAL A/V TRADE POLICY

This Article does not pretend to survey and evaluate all the different issues that the A/V dispute implicates. It does, however, try to build a framework in which the most important arguments can be contrasted, compared, and then assimilated for trade policy purposes. The previous Parts of this Article have discussed the main arguments found in the A/V debate; this Part assimilates them in the hope of developing broad policy directions for A/V trade.

A. Competing Faiths

In some ways, the free trade versus cultural protection debate boils down to competing faiths. The free traders rely largely on faith in competition because the public good aspects of A/Vs make it difficult to obtain clear statements about the efficiency of different A/V allocation structures. Cultural
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223. These advantages are adapted from Pool, Integrity of National Cultures, supra note 212, at 142.
224. One study researched the interpretation of the popular television series Dallas in different countries. The authors of the study concluded that while a program like Dallas may beam a homogeneous message to its international audience, viewers often interpret the message differently. Liebes & Katz, supra note 194, at 152.
protectionists thus have good reasons to worry about price discrimination and dumping behavior in A/V markets. Moreover, cultural goods can have hidden social costs and benefits (the externalities discussed above) that market transactions do not fully reflect.

The conviction of cultural protectionists similarly stems from faith in amorphous notions of culture. These ideas are exceedingly hard to define with reasonable precision and involve intractable questions such as how cultures are precisely reflected in and impacted by A/Vs. Notions of national culture are also arbitrary. Cultural boundaries, even if precisely defined, do not always correspond to political boundaries. Free traders thus correctly worry about a trading system that arbitrarily discriminates against A/V producers under the cover of cultural protection.

B. Common Faith

To view the A/V dispute in terms of competing faiths alone, however, would be to see the trees and miss the forest. The A/V sector is only one of many spheres in which countries interact. In this broader context the GATT, as an institution of common faith, gives valuable guidance to the A/V dispute.

Regardless of their positions on the narrow issue of A/V trade, the contracting parties of the GATT share a belief in the premises behind the regime. As discussed in Part II, those premises are that international trade is beneficial; that self-interested national economic policies contribute to misunderstanding, instability, and war in international relations; and that international agreement on trade policy is useful, if not necessary, because national actions to promote trade and stability will usually be frustrated by the actions of other states.

To be sure, the common faith of the CPs has clear limits. Few believe, for instance, that the framers of the GATT meant for markets eventually to replace governments. Similarly, under the analysis in this paper, one possible limitation to the GATT common faith is the treatment of trade in quasi-public goods. Trade in these goods, like films, television programs, videotapes, books, music tapes, and CDs, does not seem to fit conveniently within our conventional understanding of trade. Another possible limitation concerns the desirability of regulating “cultural trade” because of its impact on national cultures.

Although the problems that quasi-public goods pose for free trade are not insignificant, they do not appear so large when one considers the alternative to free trade. No one can know with reasonable certainty whether particular import restrictions would lead to a more efficient allocation of A/Vs than would no regulation at all. As the Section on mass media and information flows shows, if permitted to restrict A/V trade, governments are in fact likely to significantly undervalue the informational benefits of A/V trade. The

226. See supra part II. Reasonable people can, of course, disagree on the exact formulation of the premises behind the GATT. Professor Jackson’s formulation is used here only to show that even a very modest formulation demonstrates that sanctioning A/V import restrictions would severely undermine the existing world trading order.
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concern over cultural integrity is easy to overstate as well: cultural concerns may be legitimate, but, as shown above, basing import restrictions on notions of national cultural integrity simply does not hold up under rational scrutiny.

If the analysis were to end here, choosing to disallow A/V import quotas could be justified, although not comfortably. One further observation, however, swings the pendulum distinctly in favor of unrestricted trade despite the public good aspects of A/Vs. If the GATT premises are to hold, A/V trade restrictions should not be allowed, if only because they are arbitrary and unfair. To reiterate, notions of national cultural integrity — however they are formulated — do not hold up under rational scrutiny. Furthermore, the import restrictions to which they give rise deny the full benefits to traders with comparative advantages in the A/V sector. Not surprisingly, trade restrictions based on notions of cultural integrity have in fact already spawned precisely those problems that the GATT seeks to avoid: threatened reductions in international A/V trade, misunderstanding, and lack of international agreement. These problems would arise even if A/V import restrictions were justified on the grounds of their public good aspects. Economists could not devise import restrictions that would reasonably address distortions caused by the public good aspects of A/Vs. Even if they could, governments are rarely the puppets of benign economists. Granting the privilege to restrict A/V imports would merely invite its abuse.

The arbitrariness of content regulation or regulation based on national origin is pivotal in the analysis because of the role that governments play in trade relations. The integrity of the GATT relies implicitly but critically on the idea that government should not act arbitrarily. Without this idea, none of the premises behind the GATT could survive. Allowing governments to use A/V import restrictions would thus severely undermine the GATT because any such government restrictions would clearly be arbitrary and unfair. Sanctioning them would set a dangerous precedent for the entire trading system. Arguably, unrestricted trade in A/Vs is preferable, not because it leads to a superior allocation of A/Vs in the world, but because it guards against arbitrary national or regional trade policies. Permitting governments to discriminate against particular A/V imports would undermine the basic premises of an existing world trade order whose concern goes well beyond the A/V sector.

C. The Role of Protective Provisions in the GATT

Rejection of a cultural exemption or specificity allowance would admittedly pose some doctrinal problems for the GATT. Namely, one possible interpretation of Article IV holds that it codifies cultural sovereignty as a legitimate exception to GATT principles. There are at least two responses to this problem. First, CPs could eliminate Article IV by amendment. An amendment may not be necessary, however, if it can be proven that screen quotas are in practice ineffective at restricting film trade flows. More practically, CPs can simply interpret Article IV literally, thereby confining the exception to the use of screen quotas for cinema films. In this manner, the GATT’s principles could encompass all other A/Vs.
Eliminating or disarming Article IV does not mean that CPs would have no way of protecting their culture or cultural industries. The debate over A/Vs often overlooks the fact that the current GATT already provides means of achieving some protection. For example, Article XIX, popularly known as the "Escape Clause," allows a CP temporarily to suspend GATT obligations for the protection of domestic industries suffering from a decline in international competitiveness.\(^\text{227}\) If countries want to strengthen or rebuild their cultural industries, they should invoke this provision rather than some general notion of "cultural sovereignty." The international community could then more concretely assess and agree upon the reasonableness of departures from core GATT principles.

In addition, Article XX permits the use of quotas or other trade restrictions to the extent they are "necessary to protect public morals."\(^\text{228}\) Under the GATT, countries can legitimately restrict the import of A/Vs, such as pornographic films, if they deem the restriction necessary for the moral protection of their citizens. As further evidence that GATT CPs have committed themselves to rational, nonarbitrary trade policies, however, Article XX states that use of the listed "general exceptions" are "subject to the requirement that such measures are not applied in a manner which would constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination between countries."\(^\text{229}\)

D. Incorporating A/Vs into the GATT

The GATT offers an attractive framework for ensuring that A/Vs are traded freely and without restrictions. Its principles of MFN and national treatment, among others, have proven extremely helpful in reducing international commercial discrimination, and the international community largely accepts them.

Incorporating the A/V sector into the GATT regime nonetheless raises some additional issues that are beyond the scope of this Article.\(^\text{230}\) The problem of widespread A/V piracy, for example, causes some to question whether unconditional MFN should be the short-term goal of GATT members.\(^\text{231}\) Because of the importance to A/V producers of controlling distribution within national markets, variations on the principle of national

\(^{227}\) To be invoked, Article XIX requires increased import quantities that have resulted from "unforeseen developments" and that "cause or threaten serious injury to domestic producers... of like or directly competitive products." GATT, supra note 13, art. XIX. See generally KENNETH DAM, THE GATT: LAW AND INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION 99-107 (1970) (discussing operation of Escape Clause actions); JACKSON, WORLD TRADING SYSTEM, supra note 12, at 556-73 (same).

\(^{228}\) GATT, supra note 13, art. XX.

\(^{229}\) Id. Although Article XX does not define what constitutes arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination, it clearly recognizes and seeks to limit potential abuses by CPs.

\(^{230}\) This Article does not argue that A/Vs should be classified as goods or services for the purposes of incorporating them into the GATT regime; instead, it argues that A/V trade should follow rules similar to those that promote free trade in goods. Certain characteristics of A/Vs may, however, make variations on the GATT's nondiscrimination principles desirable. Consequently, an agreement on the A/V sector would probably fall under the GATS, which is more flexible than the GATT.

\(^{231}\) See WILDMAN & SIWEK, supra note 28, at 157.
treatment and the right of establishment may also prove desirable.\textsuperscript{232} Furthermore, GATT members may want to permit governments to subsidize domestic A/V producers as a rough compromise between market and cultural concerns.\textsuperscript{233} If necessary, CPs could even adopt a sector-specific agreement that addresses these and other peculiarities of the A/V industry but that does not sanction import restrictions.

\section*{VII. Conclusion}

This Article provides some order to the various arguments advanced in the A/V trade dispute, though it is far from a definitive study or a comprehensive approach to the problems that A/Vs pose for international trade policy. If the analysis here proves anything, it shows that the A/V dispute implicates a diverse range of issues, from trade theory and law to communications and the social sciences. This breadth presents both challenges and dangers for the GATT.

The challenges are of the kind that GATT members will increasingly have to face as they try to reap the benefits of a more liberal and globalized economy. Thus, the difficulties that the public good characteristics of A/Vs present need greater attention. Price discrimination by A/V suppliers has understandably resulted in questions about pricing and about the application of traditional competition theory to A/V trade in general. The importance of the goods/services distinction for international trade policy also deserves reconsideration in light of the growing importance of trade in items that are not easily classified as either. Furthermore, as the dispute perhaps best demonstrates, GATT members should be wary not only of the limitations of free trade in achieving certain goals, but also of the clash between free trade and other values. Concerns about the effect of free trade on cultural integrity are not simply cover for economic protectionism; they are real and legitimate.

The A/V dispute, however, also presents dangers for the GATT and the existing world trade order. While the novel challenges of A/V trade help us to refine our understanding of trade relations, they simultaneously invite distortion of that understanding. As this Article demonstrates, cultural concerns are legitimate to some extent, but the import restriction privileges that many countries are attempting to legitimize within the GATT do not reasonably address those concerns. Political boundaries and cultural boundaries simply do not correspond in a way that permits rational and meaningful import discrimination, and a benign privilege that can only be exercised arbitrarily merely invites governmental abuse.

The rejection of a cultural exemption in the GATT does not mean that A/Vs should be treated exactly like conventional goods and services. Their unique economic qualities may call for some special treatment. Any special

\textsuperscript{232} See id. at 159.
\textsuperscript{233} See, e.g., SMITH, GEOPOLITICS, supra note 127, at 135-37. Under the analysis in this Article, however, governments should perhaps not be allowed to subsidize A/V producers. First, governments are not obviously better than the market in determining what ought to be produced. Second, absent persuasive reasons to the contrary, subsidies in the A/V sector should be discouraged for the same well-known reasons they are discouraged in other sectors.
treatment, however, should not be premised on cultural concerns because it would provide dubious cultural benefits at the expense of undermining the GATT. The idea that national governments should not create arbitrary discriminatory trade policies underlies the very benefits of a liberal trade order and the commitment of GATT members to each other. Although cultural concerns may be legitimate, GATT members should resist the call for a cultural exemption and refuse to sanction A/V import quotas.